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 Add all 16,943 song-picks you want (and exclude the ones you don't): Download and listen to our FREE recommendations, and
then use our free custom apps to set up your own playlists - all from within Apple's own App Store - WITHOUT ads, banners,

or jilted ex-girlfriends stalking you! ## FREE 3 PREMIUM PROMOTIONS (ACHIEVE YOUR DREAMS) ## Advanced
Password Retriever is the first and only premium password retriever app for iOS devices that is developed by iPhone/iPad

owners and iPod/iTouch users - designed, developed and tested to bring you the best browsing experience on the App Store. • A
free lite version also available.• A one-time purchase for your lifetime of access to all versions of the app. NOTE: This is a one-

time purchase for your iPhone/iPad/iPod/iTouch. (Your iPad has a non-transferable warranty). Download today and start
breaking into safes in no time. Get your own "perfect safes" list - here and now on the App Store. Start using Advanced

Password Retriever today, and have fun! • Advanced Password Retriever uses the best available databases to provide you with
the most accurate results when accessing your data on the internet.• Advanced Password Retriever fetches passwords from more
sites than any other tool - this is why we're called "Advanced Password Retriever".• Advanced Password Retriever will not only
help you find your accounts on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc. but will also open up your e-mail accounts, logins and much,

much more!• We guarantee that we are the only password retriever that will help you access Facebook/Twitter/Instagram/e-
mail/etc. accounts without the need for a code or link sent to you from the site.• Advanced Password Retriever works with your

local WiFi network or your iPhone/iPad/iPod/iTouch as it won't require any connection to the internet.• Advanced Password
Retriever can be used to retrieve passwords even if the site you're trying to access requires a master password.• Advanced
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